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COVERED PORCH CONFIGURATION
VARIES PER EXTERIOR DESIGN.

GARAGE CONFIGURATION
VARIES PER EXTERIOR DESIGN.

VERSAILLES EXTERIOR DESIGN
INCLUDES ALTERNATE DINING
ROOM CONFIGURATION.
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MOUNTAIN EXTERIOR DESIGN SHOWN

THE PORTOLA HIGHLIGHTS 

·An appealing courtyard entry, a desirable covered porch, and a dramatic foyer that is graced by an

elegant 12' tray ceiling, all create an enchanting entry sequence upon arrival to this beautiful home.

·The dignified great room is ideal for entertaining as it offers a remarkable amount of space, expansive

windows that provide picturesque views to the rear yard, and is linked together with the den through a

sensational two-sided fireplace.

·The inspiring kitchen is open to the well-proportioned great room and includes a large center island with

a built-in breakfast bar, a desirable walk-in pantry, and an adjoining breakfast area for informal dining.

·Even the largest of formal dinner parties can easily be enjoyed from the expansive dining room which

flaunts a sensational tray ceiling and a stately bank of windows that provide glimpses into the lovely

private courtyard.

·This marvelous master bedroom is sure to impress by including rear yard access, an abundance of

space, a king-sized walk-in closet, and a luxurious master bath which proudly displays a stunning

soaking tub that is flanked by ornate shelves, dual vanities, an exquisite shower featuring a built-in

seat, and a private water closet that offers additional linen space.

·Additional highlights include a sizable rear covered patio, generous secondary bedrooms, and a

well-designed laundry that includes plenty of counter space.


